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PARENT/TEACHER ZOOM CALLS
These conclude on Wednesday 12th May from 3.30 - 4.30 and will follow the format used during the school
closure Zoom parent/teacher catch-ups.
We are conscious that as we cannot invite you in right now and cannot even be accessible in quite the same way
as usual, so we want to create chances for you to ask about the social and academic aspect of life in class for your
child as we return now from sustained closure.

KEY FORTHCOMING DATES
FOR YOUR DIARY
MAY
12

PARENT/TEACHER ZOOM
CHECK IN CALLS

MAY
12

5MH ST ANNES SQUARE
GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP

CONTACT THE SCHOOL OFFICE IF YOU WISH TO SIGN UP BUT HAVEN’T SO FAR.

MAY
14

5PM ST ANNES SQUARE
GEOGRAPHY FIELD TRIP

MAYFIELD TOGETHER GROUP - 19TH MAY

MAY
17 & 18

YEAR 4 ‘THE GREAT
EGYPTIAN BAKE OFF’

MAY
20

YEAR 6 POP ART
THEME DAY

MAY
21

YEAR 3 SUPERB
STRUCTURES FIELD TRIP

MAY
28

ROLL OF HONOUR
ANNOUNCEMENTS

MAY
28

SCHOOL CLOSES FOR
SPRING BANK HOLIDAY

JUNE 7

SCHOOL OPENS FOR
SUMMER TERM 2

JUNE
11

YEAR 3 THEME DAY
TOWERTASTIC

JUNE
25

YEAR 5 THEME DAY
MODEL VILLAGE

WK
COM
JUNE
28

YEAR 4 ELECTRIC
EGYPTIANS

As before, this is optional and if you are fine with things there is no obligation or problem if you do not feel the
need to use this offer. It is simply there if you want it.

After the huge Covid-19 disruption put a grinding halt to our refreshed Parent-Teacher
’Mayfield Together’ group we are now in a position to recommence the work. Pending the further
reduction of restrictions, we are intending to hold a meeting in the school on Wednesday 19th May
at 6.30pm for anyone who would like to join our fund raising work. We are at the beginning of this
so joining us now is an ideal time. Everyone is welcome. Come and be part of the fund raising and
work alongside staff and school to continue our journey forward. It is a chance to meet in a less
formal way than during the usual school day and is a good way to meet other like-minded people in
our school community.

We have three simple aims:


Raise funds for our school’s project - that will benefit all;

Raise the positive profile of the school in the community;

Have a laugh and work together without hierarchy or

judgement.

PREFECT PUNCTUALITY TICKETS
The Year 6 Prefect Team are running our arrival hot spot tickets each day in the playground. In order for your
child to be included in the draw each Friday then please ask them to collect their ticket and provide their name
and year group to the Prefect leading the work that day. Watch out for the Prefect Team in their light blue
hoodies each morning from 8.35—8.55. Next week we will share more about the prizes and how it works - but
you have to be in it to win it! So be here by 8.55am and go in search of those prefects with tickets.

ALL EVENTS ARE CURRENTLY SUBJECT
TO CHANGE DUE TO POTENTIAL
COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS.

A reminder that all Weekly
News editions are recorded ’as
live’ by Mr Denton and can be
viewed weekly on our Youtube
channel.

